Purpose: To bring the entire faculties of the SOM and CECS together to inspire research, collaboration, encourage discussion, and develop friendships.
Agenda for Monday December 12, 2016
School of Medicine and College of Engineering & Computer Science
Scholarship Collaboration Mixer
Time and Location: Noon to 1:30PM
Engineering Building, UTRGV Edinburg Campus

Purpose: To bring the entire faculties of the SOM and CECS together to inspire research, collaboration, encourage discussion, and develop friendships.

Food will be served starting at noon and may be enjoyed during the introductions and mixer both.

Noon - Bringing Medical Doctors and Engineers & Computer Scientists Together
Welcome – Alex Domijan, CECS Dean, and Steve Lieberman, SOM Dean

12:05 PM - Associate Deans Introductions and Areas
• SOM Assoc. Deans
• CECS Assoc. Deans
• Expansion and opportunities RGV-Wide, IPE, and more.
• High bay laboratories and facilities RGV-wide

12:15 PM - Department Chairs Introductions of Areas and Faculty Interests
• SOM Chairs and their faculty interests
• CECS Chairs and their faculty interests

12:25 PM - Mixer

12:45 PM - Begin breakout tours of facilities and meetings – organized by CECS Chairs, SOM ideas

1:30 PM - Conclusion of tours.
• These may continue as interests develop. Follow up meetings are encouraged from all.